Unwanted visitor

Strengthen your workplace
security with Envoy

Reason: Ex-employee

Your front desk is the first line of defense against
Approve

unwanted intruders. Envoy protects your people,

Deny

Approve

property, and ideas, so you can welcome visitors
with confidence.

Envoy helps thousands of companies stay more secure

Layer on security at every step
1

Be prepared for every visit
Pre-register guests so you know exactly who to expect and
when to expect them.
NAME

2 Keep out unwanted visitors

Know if visitors appear on internal or third-party block
lists, or if they have an invalid ID.
3 See at-a-glance who’s signed in

LEGAL DOCS

SIGNED IN

SIGNED OUT

GM

Gina McKinley

NDA signed

PDF

9:32 am

10:36 am

AP

Avneesh Purohit

NDA signed

PDF

11:56 am

1:27 pm

JB

Julien Bisset

Waiver skipped

1:16 pm

4:22 pm

CY

Chin Yee

Waiver signed

PDF

2:01 pm

3:38 pm

ET

Emily Thomas

NDA signed

PDF

2:10 pm

4:01 pm

Visitor badges provide extra identity verification.
4 Protect your intellectual property and visitors’ safety

Collect visitors’ signatures on NDAs and waivers.
5 Know who’s come and gone

Record when visitors sign out. In the event of a breach or
emergency, it’s easy to see who was or still is on site.

envoy.com | Reach out to hi@envoy.com to start your free trial.

Get more value from
the security systems you
already use

Spot trends with detailed
analytics

Make security automatic by connecting Envoy

so you can scale up your security or staffing

to the tools that keep your workplace safe.

accordingly. Know when employees host more

See which days and times your lobby is busiest

guests than your office allows.
Assign visitors access to the right areas
Connect your access control system to Envoy to take the
guesswork out of issuing badges. Make sure visitors don’t
stray into restricted areas.

Most visited employees
VISITORS

RANK

EMPLOYEE NAME

1

Ashwini Gadgil

2

Olivia Smith

47

Share your Wi-Fi network at the right time

3

Doug Williams

32

Provision unique and temporary Wi-Fi access to guests
when and where it’s needed by connecting Envoy to your
Wi-Fi network.

Average visitors per hour

48
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Notify visitors in case of emergency
Make sure everyone leaves safely in an evacuation by
connecting Envoy to your emergency notification system.

Secure your on-site
deliveries
Whether you’re receiving an employee’s
personal packages or sensitive business
deliveries, Envoy helps secure your mailroom
and everything in it.

envoy.com | Reach out to hi@envoy.com to start your free trial.
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